College of Arts and Sciences
Strategic Plan Implementation Groups

Advanced Language
Diane Birckbichler, French and Italian
Bernhard Fischer, Germanic Languages & Literatures
Garret Heysel, ASC Admin - liaison
Morgan Liu, Near Eastern Languages & Cultures
Mari Noda, East Asian Languages & Literatures
Fernando Unzueta, Spanish and Portuguese
Galal Walker, East Asian Languages & Literatures

Barnett Integrated Arts and Enterprise
David Bruenger, School of Music
David Clampitt, School of Music
Susan Hadley, Dance
Sally Patton, student member
Barry Shank, Comparative Studies
Deborah Smith-Shank, Arts Administrtion, Education and Policy
Jeanine Thompson, Theatre
Valarie Williams, ASC Admin - liaison

College Center for Biodiversity Research and Analysis (CBRA)
Bill Ausich, Earth Sciences
Meg Daly, EEOB
Lisle Gibbs, EEOB
Norm Johnson, EEOB
Libby Marschall, EEOB
Jeffrey McKee, Anthropology
Mazeika Sullivan, FAES-School of Environment & Nat Res
Andrea Ward Ross, ASC Admin - liaison

Community Partnerships
Richard Blatti, School of Music
Dan Gray, Theatre
Susan Petry, Dance
Mark Shanda, ASC Admin
Valarie Williams, ASC Admin - liaison

Cyber-enabled Discovery
Ching-Shan Chou, Mathematics
Diane Dagefoerde, ASC Admin - liaison
Kelly Garrett, Communication
Christopher Hadad, ASC Admin/Chemistry
Ian Hamilton, EEOB
John Heimaster, Physics
Steve MacEachern, Statistics
Matt Lewis, ACCAD
David Staley, History

Decision Sciences
Mike DeKay, Psychology
Curt Haugtvedt, FCOB
PJ Healy, Economics
Rick Herrmann, Political Science
Kathleen McGraw, ASC Admin - liaison
Jim Peck, Economics
Mario Peruggia, Statistics
Ellen Peters, Psychology
Duane Wegener, Psychology
Robyn Wilson, FAES

eLearning
Darry Andrews, Mathematics
Diane Dagefoerde, ASC Admin - liaison
Scott DeWitt, English
Dave Ewoldsen, Communication
Clayton Funk, Arts Administration, Education and Policy
Tim Gregory, History
Karen Hutzel, Arts Administration, Education and Policy
Dan McDonald, Communication
Marie Mika, Sociology
Tom Nygren, Psychology
Rick Pogge, Astronomy
Cindy Selfe, English
Mandy Simcox, Molecular Genetics
Matt Stoltzfus, Chemistry
Lewis Ulman, English

Experiential Learning
Steve Conn, History
Steve Fink, ASC Admin - liaison
Anna Grotans, Germanic Languages & Literatures
Richard Hughes, Physics
Matthew Coleman, Geography
Andrew Martin, Sociology
Susan Melsop, Design
Allsion Snow, EEOB
David Terman, Mathematics

Humanities Initiative
Frederick Aldama, English
John Brooke, History
Nancy Ettlinger, Geography
Nina Berman, Comparative Studies
Matt Goldish, Melton Center for Jewish Studies
Richard Fletcher, Classics
Lisa Florman, History of Art
Don Hubin, Philosophy
Sebastian Knowles, ASC Admin - liaison
Paul Reitter, Germanic Languages & Literatures

Internationalizing the ASC Curriculum & Programs/Study Abroad
Janice Aski, French and Italian
Doug Crews, Anthropology
Carter Findley, History
Rebecca Haidt, Spanish & Portuguese
Chris Highley, English
Craig Jenkins, Sociology
Kristine Kearney, Theatre
Berry Lyons, Earth Sciences
Kathleen McGraw, ASC Admin - liaison
Brent Sohngen, FAES
Robert Tabita, Microbiology
Joel Wainwright, Geography

Measurement/Instrumentation
David Cole, Earth Sciences
Erich Grotewold, Molecular Genetics
Christopher Hadad, ASC Admin/Chemistry
Rich Hall, ASC Admin - liaison
Chris Hammel, Physics/CEM
Tea Meulia, FAES
Randy Moses, Engineering
Zakee Sabree, EEOB
Chandan Sen, College of Medicine (copy assistant Sandy Rees on all calendar issues)
Vicki Wysocki, Chemistry and Biochemistry
Michael Zianni, Microbiology/Plant-Microbe Genomics

Moving Image/Sound
John Davidson, Germanic Languages & Literatures
J. Ronald Green, History of Art/ACCAD/FRIT
Garett Heysel, ASC Admin
William Horrigan, Wexner Center/History of Art
Jessica Mallios, Art
Aspen Mays, Art
Maria Palazzi, Design/ACCAD
Janet Parrott, Theatre
Alan Price, Design
Mitchell Rose, Dance
Valarie Williams, ASC Admin - liaison
Amy Youngs, Art
Multiscale Science - ISIS (Institute for Science Innovation & Society)
Prabir Dutta, Chemistry
Christopher Hadad, ASC Admin - liaison
Rebecca Jackson, College of Medicine/CTSA
Ed Malecki, Geography
Srini Parthasarathy, Computer Science & Engineering
Bruce Weinberg, Economics

Pathways to Health & Well-being
Irina Artsimovitch, Microbiology
Chris Browning, Sociology
Jim Cowan, Chemistry
Courtney DeVries, Neuroscience
Russ Fazio, Psychology
Rob Fox, Speech & Hearing Sciences
Deborah Haddad, ASC Admin - liaison
Clark Larsen, Anthropology
Zhong-Lin Lu, Psychology
Dennis Pearl, Statistics

STEM Enhancement
Ola Ahlqvist, Geography
Chris Andersen, ASC Admin - liaison
Caroline Breitenberger, Center for Life Sciences Education
Brad Findell, Mathematics
Andrew Heckler, Physics
Larry Krissek, Earth Sciences
Ross Nehm, EHE
Susan Olesik, Chemistry & Biochemistry
Paul Post, EHE - STEM Ed
Don Terndrup, Astronomy
David Tomasko, Engineering
Laura Wagner, Psychology

Team Teaching
Steve Fink, ASC Admin - liaison
Members of Faculty Advisory Council Undergraduate Programs Subcommittee
Tony Mughan, International Studies
Steve Rissing, EEOB
James Fredal, English
Scot Kaplan, Art
Mitch Masters, EEOB
Shelley Quinn, East Asian Languages & Literatures
Tim Schroeder, Philosophy
Mike Trudeau, Speech & Hearing Science